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The 2019-2020- death toll

The toll for this racing year is 116 horses 
– six fewer than last year.

R.I.P

In addition to these deaths

Many thousands of horses die every year from racing related 
injuries off the track in training, or they are killed prematurely 
when they are no longer commercially viable, known as          
“wastage” by the racing industry.

Deathwatch Report 2020 is the seventh annual report that summarises all on-track 
deaths of racehorses around Australia over the past 12 months. Research and 
production is by the Coalition for the Protection of Racehorses. 

This report was initiated because the racing industry does not collate and publish specific 
information relating to on course horse deaths themselves. From the period 1st of August 
2019 to 31st of July 2020 (the ‘racing year’), we have monitored every race Australia-wide 
and gathered data on the deaths of racehorses on Australian racetracks.

ABOUT



Data for the Deathwatch Report has been gathered from each state’s official                 
stewards’ reports, which are published on the individual state websites, and various 
media outlets. 

It is important to note that most states do not report deaths while training or in trials. It is also   
important to note that official stewards’ reports are not required to list the deaths of horses caused 
by on track injuries if the horse is removed from the track on race day and killed in the days or weeks 
later. From this, it can be drawn that if these deaths were disclosed, the total number of deaths 
would be far higher.

From what has been reported it is confirmed that at the very least:

SOURCES OF DATA 
+ KEY FINDINGS

ON AVERAGE ONE 
HORSE WILL DIE ON 

AN AUSTRALIAN 
RACE TRACK 

EVERY 3 DAYS

116
RACEHORSES WERE KILLED 

ON TRACK (OR SOON AFTER 

RACING): MOST COMMONLY 

FROM CATASTROPHIC FRONT 

LIMB INJURY

Of the 116 horses that were reported to have died, the most prevalent cause of 
death was catastrophic front limb injury with 59 occurrences. Cardiac causes were 
the second leading cause of death with 10 occurrences. Other causes of death were 
massive bleeds, catastrophic hind limb injury, pelvis injury and head trauma.
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4
HORSES DIED 
FROM PELVIS 

INJURY

2
HORSES DIED 
FROM HEAD 

TRAUMA

1
HORSE DIED 
FROM NECK 

INJURY

24
HORSES DIED 

FROM UNKNOWN 
CAUSES

59
HORSES DIED FROM 

CATASTROPHIC 
FRONT LIMB 

INJURY

10
HORSES DIED 

FROM CARDIAC
CAUSES

9
HORSES DIED 
FROM BLEEDS

THE STATE WITH THE 

HIGHEST RECORDED 

DEATHS WAS NSW
 FOLLOWED BY VIC

AND QLD

9
HORSES WERE 
2 WHEN THEY 

DIED

THE MOST LETHAL 

TRACK IN AUSTRALIA 

IS WARRNAMBOOL 

IN VICTORIA WITH 

5 DEATHS

7
HORSES DIED FROM 

CATASTROPHIC 
HIND LIMB 

INJURY

SOURCES OF DATA 
+ KEY FINDINGS
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45
OF THE HORSES THAT 

WERE KILLED HAD BEEN 

RACED AS A 2-YEAR-OLD



Of the 24 horses whose cause of death is 
not clarified, 22 were from Victorian  
racetracks. Victoria reported a total of 
31 deaths, meaning Victorian stewards 
only disclosed the cause of death in their 
reporting 9 times.  

CAUSES 
OF DEATH 

4
NO REASON 

GIVEN

1
FELL

17
SERIOUS / 

CATASTROPHIC 
RACING INJURY

24 DIED FROM 
UNKNOWN CAUSES:

Sub category of unknown causes

2
COLLAPSED 
AND DIED

It is not only Racing Victoria which fails to provide 
transparency regarding causes of death. Across 
all states there is also a lack of full disclosure of 
necropsy results. In NSW, for example, over the 
past 10 years there have been only a few cases 
of a horse who was killed on the track disclosed 
as having had pre-existing pathology. This is 
despite equine scientific researchers around the 
world stating they find pre-existing injuries in 
over 80% of racehorses undergoing necropsies.

“More than 80% of racehorses that suffer a 

fatal musculoskeletal injury have pre-existing 

underlying pathology related to the fracture, 

indicating that the final catastrophic event is 

the culmination of repetitive wear and not an 

isolated incident caused by a “bad step” or a 

“hole in the track.” 

Source: https://bit.ly/31LPuCu
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An Australian study found:

“Up to 70% of thoroughbred racehorses have 

bone bruising, or joint surface collapse of the 

cannon bone and condylar fractures which 

propagate from this joint surface are the most 

common cause of fatal breakdown injuries. 

These injuries are due to bone fatigue, 

damage that accumulates due to repeated 

high loading produced by high speed            

galloping.”

Source: https://bit.ly/2E3ncuP

As former Australian racing industry 
veterinarian of 50 years, Peter Kerkenezov 
has stated:

“I could go into a stable, 

any stable, and pull out half 

their horses that shouldn’t 

be racing”.

Peter Kerkenezov BM
Former Racing Industry Veterinarian of 50 years
BVSc (Qld), DipAppSc, Cert Equine Surgery 
Sept 2018

And this is just with standard veterinary 
inspection.       

Will a modern society accept that fatal 
injuries are just part of this ‘sport’? 

At the 2019 Melbourne Cup, when the eyes of 
the world were watching closely to see if one       
of the world's most famous horse races would 
take its seventh life in as many years, all horses 
were required to undergo stringent veterinary 
checks using the latest technology. When the 
eyes of the world are not watching, the industry 
discontinues this prudent risk management. 

Specific injuries include heart attack, broken neck, 
head trauma, broken pelvis, fractured shoulder, 
major haemorrhage, ruptured suspensory  
apparatus, fractured radius, displaced condylar 
fracture, fracture of the humerus, carpel 
fracture, fractured knee, fractured sesamoid 
bone, fractured cannon bone, fractured fetlock 
and severed tendons. 

Others are simply categorised as “Serious 
/catastrophic racing injury” or “collapsed 
and died”, with either very minimal or no 
details disclosed.

CAUSES 
OF DEATH 
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COMPARISON 
TO OTHER YEARS

Sleep’n Pete - killed at Ballarat Grand National Jumps Day 2018

There were 125 deaths. This is one death every 2.9 days. 2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

There were 116 deaths. This is one death every 3.2 days. 

There were 132 deaths. This is one death every 2.8 days. 

There were 137 deaths. This is one death every 2.7 days.

There were 119 deaths. This is one death every 3.1 days.

2019
2020

There were 122 deaths. This is one death every 3 days.

There were 116 deaths. This is one death every 3.2 days.

Again, the true number of horse deaths caused from being raced would be much greater. 

Watch our short clip to see how easy it is for deaths to go unreported. 
https://youtu.be/RDszJ-4NJFw
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Racing Australia report of Conca Del Sogno 

Since the Coalition for the Protection of 
Racehorses has been reporting on the 
high number of horses still listed as 
active on Racing Australia, long after 
their deaths are reported by stewards, 
there has been some improvement in 
their record keeping. 

Last year 17 horses were still listed as active at 
the time of writing the 2019 Deathwatch 
Report. This year that number has been 
reduced to 5. Conca Del Sogno is one example 
of this inaccurate record keeping. 

On the 17 July 2020 the gelding suffered a heart 
attack. The stewards report stated: 

CONCA DEL SOGNO – Approaching the 

400m, had to take evasive action to avoid 

the heels of FOMO. Following the running   

of this event on pulling up, the gelding 

collapsed and suffered a heart attack. The 

gelding was humanely euthanised by the 

veterinary surgeon and stewards ordered 

post-mortem samples were taken.

STILL 
ACTIVE
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STILL 
ACTIVE

Even though there has been an improve-
ment in recording the status of deceased 
horses whose deaths are publicly  
reported by stewards, there is a        
countless number of horses listed as 
‘active’, ‘spelled’ or ‘retired’ who have 
simply vanished. Racing Australia must 
be more proactive in following up horses 
who never return to the track and      
publicly disclose the reasons. 

5 of the 116 horses that have died on the track 
or in training are still listed as “active” on the 
Racing Australia website, despite their deaths 
being recorded in the stewards’ reports. 

For screenshots of deceased horses still listed 
as active at the time of writing this report email 
enquiries@horseracingkills.com 

NOTE: THESE HORSES WERE RESEARCHED AND CHECKED 

FOR THE FINAL TIME ON 24 AUGUST 2020. THEIR STATUS 

MAY HAVE BEEN UPDATED BY THE RACING INDUSTRY 

FROM ‘ACTIVE’ TO ‘DECEASED’ SINCE THIS DATE TO  

DISPLAY THE TRUTH.

Machine

Gothic Romance

Dispossessed

Fast Tycoon

Conca Del Sogno



Occasionally this report refers to a horse as ‘unnamed’. In those cases, the horse died 
before being given an official racing name, usually during trackwork or training.     
Currently New South Wales is the only state to disclose these figures, making it diffi-
cult to form an accurate record of racing deaths. The Coalition for the Protection of 
Racehorses continues to call for all deaths during trackwork, trials and training to be 
included in stewards’ reports nationwide.

Unnamed Gelding Killed After Trying To Escape1

An unnamed 3-year-old gelding was euthanised on the morning of 23 March 2020. The report stated 
“that on the morning of Saturday 21 March 2020,  after being saddled in its stable tie-up stall” at the 
Sapphire Coast Racetrack, “the gelding became very fractious, reared over the partition and escaped, 
and soon after slipped over and fell on two occasions prior to being re-captured.” He was examined, 
treated and ultimately “euthanised on humane grounds.”

Unnamed Filly Killed At Pakenham With No Reason Disclosed2

A stewards’ report covering a race day at Pakenham on 19 March 2020 revealed the death of a 
2-year-old unnamed filly three months prior. This information was only made publicly available 
because the trainer was reprimanded for failing to lodge a stable return. The filly’s death would have 
been unknown to us otherwise.

From the report:

Trainer Phillip Stokes was reprimanded for failing to lodge a stable return in accordance with 

AR103(4)(b) for an unnamed filly (Nostradamus/Twisted Heart/2017), which entered his stable 

3/12/2019 and was subsequently euthanised 9/12/2019, following a track accident at Pakenham 

Racecourse.

‘UNNAMED’ 
HORSES



DIED IN THEIR FIRST RACE

These four horses died in their first ever race:

Barragan 

5 years old. Post-race vet examination revealed serious injury 
to left knee and a bleed from one nostril. 

4/12/19, Echuca, VIC

Gis a Butchers 
3 years old. Fractured right fore fetlock. 

6/10/19, Bairnsdale, VIC

Jeruca Jewel
2 years old. Serious racing injury. 

8/5/20, Mornington, VIC

Savanissi 
2 years old. Serious racing injury. 

8/8/19, Warrnambool, VIC
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DIED IN THEIR FIRST TRIALS 
OR TRACKWORK

These six horses didn’t even make it to the racetrack:

Bijiji
2 years old. Trackwork: Broke down during trackwork, 

suffering a catastrophic failure of left humerus. 
5/11/19, Albury, NSW

River Deep
3 years old. 1st Trial: Catastrophic injury 

to his offside hindleg during first trial. 
6/8/19, Scone, NSW

Unnamed 
3 years old. Trackwork: Became very fractious in tie-up 

stall after being saddled, reared over and escaped, 
slipped over on two occasions. Subsequently found 
to have suffered a left forelimb humeral fracture. 

23/3/20, Sapphire Coast, NSW

Unnamed
2 years old. Trackwork: Death from unknown cause 

during trackwork. 
9/12/19, Pakenham, VIC

Vandusen 
2 years old. 1st Trial: During his first trial, suffered 

an exercise-associated sudden death. 
20/3/20, Warwick Farm, NSW

Minnie Malachi 
4 years old. 2nd Trial: The mare suffered a right-fore 

displaced lateral condylar fracture on returning to 
the scales and was subsequently euthanased. 

18/8/19, Moruya, NSW

Note: Only NSW records deaths in trials and trackwork, hence why the above are all in NSW 
(excluding the Pakenham death which was only publicly available information as the trainer 
received a reprimand for not submitting a stable return). Many more deaths of very young 
horses would be recorded and would make up part of this report if other states were 
required to disclose such information. 



STATISTICS
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*Many of the horses who did not race as a 2-year-old 

were in fact raced as a 3-year-old, which is still an under-developed stage

STATISTICS

RACED 
AS A

2 YEAR OLD

Yes
39% 

No
61%
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CASE STUDIES

During Race 6 at Alice Springs, NT, on the 15th March 

2020, The Star Legend suffered a heart attack and 

fell. The 5-year-old gelding was subsequently eutha-

nised on the track. The steward reported that the 

rider was “...dislodged at the 500m after his 

mount fell. The veterinarian advised that the 

gelding fell as a result of suffering a cardiac event 

and was subsequently humanely euthanised.” 

Over eleven races, The Star Legend had won his 

owners over $32,000.

The Star Legend  Source: Racing and Sports

The Star Legend Falls, Euthanised After Heart Attack1

On the last day of 2019, while people were celebrating 

New Year’s Eve, 10-year-old Entirely Perfect ran his 

154th race. During that race, at Warrnambool, Vic, 

Entirely Perfect “suffered a serious racing injury,” 

according to the steward’s report, and was eutha-

nised. Of his 154 races, 26 were jumps races and the 

remaining 128 races were flat. 

Entirely Perfect had won his owners $116,859 

before his death.

10-Year-Old Entirely Perfect Dies in His 154th Race2

Entirely Perfect  Source: Breednet



CASE STUDIES

In just her second race, and at only 2-years-old, Miss 

Magnitude suffered a horrific injury on 5th March 

2020. The steward reported that during Race 5 at 

Rockhampton, Qld, Miss Magnitude “[b]ecame 

awkward in its stride and fell in the vicinity of the 

700m resulting in rider R. Wiggins being 

dislodged.” The examining veterinarian found that 

both her hind legs had paresis “which resulted in a 

catastrophic pelvic injury and as such was 

humanely euthanised.” 

Several horses in the race were impacted by Miss 

Magnitude’s fall, including Gracious Jazz who, 

according to the steward’s report, had to “take 

evasive action in the vicinity of the 700m to avoid 

Catastrophic Pelvic Injury in Her Second Race3

Miss Magnitude injured during race

2-year-old Papaya had been raced six times before 

her leg snapped, leading to her euthanasia. Her final 

race was Race 4 on the 13th June 2020, at Eagle 

Farm, Qld. According to the steward’s report,  

Papaya “[b]roke down in the near fore fetlock 

soon after the winning post and was euthanised 

on humane grounds.”

In her five months of racing, she won over $49,000  

for her owners. 

Papaya Euthanised After Leg Snapped4

Papaya

the falling Miss Magnitude,” and when he returned 

to his stables “was lame in both front legs.”



4-year-old Rostropovich was very nearly the 7th 

Melbourne Cup day death at Flemington in as many 

years after he fractured his pelvis during ‘the race 

that stops a nation.’ He was taken to Werribee Equine 

Centre for treatment, something other horses with 

similar injuries may not be so fortunate to receive. He 

hasn’t been raced since the Melbourne Cup and is still 

being rehabilitated. 

Rostropovich has been used as a pin up story as the 

racing industry scrambles to redeem themselves 

after six recent fatalities at the event. However, there  

was an overlooked victim on Melbourne Cup day: 

5-year-old Point Forward lost his life at Richmond, 

Qld, during Race 2. He “sustained a serious injury” 

to his near foreleg and was euthanised. 

5

CASE STUDIES

Returning from an 11-month spell after her first 

race, 4-year-old Wealth of Goolhi lost her life in the 

barriers while getting ready for her third race at 

Grafton, NSW. According to the steward’s report, 

after her “near-hind leg became caught on the 

right-rear barrier gate” Wealth of Goolhi fell and 

became panicked. She was stuck “for an extended 

period” before her leg could be freed, and “was 

extremely fractious” during that time. The Club’s 

Official Veterinarian examined her after the event 

and found she had “sustained a catastrophic 

Euthanasia Following Leg Trapped for “Extended Period” 6

Wealth of Goolhi

injury” to her other back leg (her off-side stifle) and 

was euthanised

Rostropovich Narrowly Avoids Becoming a Melbourne Cup Fatality, 
But Cup Day Was Not Fatality Free

Rostropovich Point Forward



CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES

Al Kaphero Euthanised After 6 Months of Injuries 7

Al Kaphero was euthanised on the track during Race 

7 in Bordertown SA on the 3rd May 2020. The 4-year- 

old “broke down” and sustained a fracture to the 

near fore shoulder. This was the fifth documented 

injury to his near fore limb in less than six months. 

On 17/11/19, in Strathalbyn, SA, he was scratched 

pre-race due to a “lame near foreleg.” Eleven days 

later, he was again a late scratching from a trial at the 

same location, requiring a veterinary certificate 

before being allowed to be raced again. 

On 12/2/20, at Gawler Racecourse, SA, he “shifted in 

on jumping away” and bumped another horse.            

A post-race vet exam found he was lame in the near 

foreleg and was again listed as a veterinary certificate 

being required before racing again. 

On 15/3/20 during Race 4 at Murray Bridge, SA, he 

raced in “restricted room,” and a post-race vet exam 

found he was again lame in the near foreleg and the 

trainer again informed a veterinary certificate would 

be required before being raced – the fourth time in  

five months. He was approved by stewards to be safe 

to race again on the 1st May 2020, and in his final race 

two days later, as he approached the 400m, he  

“blundered in [his] action and broke down. A post- 

race veterinary examination revealed a fracture     

to the near fore shoulder” and Al Kaphero was 

euthanised. 

Al Kaphero  Source: Inglis Digital
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Bleeding of the lungs or EIPH (Exercise- 
Induced Pulmonary Haemorrhage) is an 
exercise-induced condition with high 
prevalence in racing thoroughbreds. 

Horses with EIPH bleed into their lungs and airways, 

usually as a result of burst capillaries. The tiny blood 

vessels are ruptured by the sheer pressure of blood 

pumping around the body during strenuous exercise. 

Researchers at the University of Melbourne have 

shown that 56 per cent of racehorses have blood in 

their windpipe, and 90 per cent have blood deeper 

in their lungs. Only about 1 per cent of horses show 

visible signs of bleeding, with blood at the nose.       

The rest are more difficult to diagnose because they 

bleed into their lungs without it being visible. 

483 horses in Australia were reported to have 

suffered bleeds while being raced within this racing 

year. This equates to 1.3 horses being pushed to the 

point of bleeding through their nose every day. The 

vast majority of those reported bled from one or both 

nostrils. Just a small number were recorded as having 

bled internally—those bleeds were only reported as 

they had resulted in death.

In Australia, the first time a horse is reported to have 

suffered from EIPH during a race, they are banned 

from racing for three months; the second time they 

are banned for life. However, the majority of bleeds go 

undetected.

Horse suffering from Exercise-Induced Pulmonary 

Haemorrhage after racing. Source: winhorse

BLEEDS



CASE STUDIESBLEEDS | CASE STUDIES:

On 14 September 2019, during Race 4 at Toowoomba, 

Qld, 7-year-old There’s Nemo started to bleed and 

then collapsed and died on the track. The steward 

noted that There’s Nemo yielded “...ground from 

the 1100m before being retired from the race    

near the 500m at which point the gelding 

collapsed and died. A post-race veterinary           

examination revealed that the gelding had 

sustained a significant bleeding attack.” 

There’s Nemo had run 60 races before his death.

 

Bled, Collapsed and Died During Race1

4-year-old Rancho Notorious collapsed and died 

during Race 4 at Royal Randwick, NSW on 9th May, 

2020. According to the steward’s report, the rider 

“stated that soon after entering the straight he 

observed blood to be present at the nostrils and 

for this reason he eased the gelding down.” 

Despite no prior history of bleeding, “Rancho       

Notorious collapsed near the 50m and was found 

to be deceased when attended to by the official 

veterinarians.”  

Rancho Notorious Dies on Track After First Bleed2

There’s Nemo

Rancho Notorious  Source: Jason Coyle Racing



CASE STUDIESBLEEDS | CASE STUDIES:

On the 7th June 2020, at the NSW Sapphire Coast 

track, four horses all suffered bleeds and two did 

not survive. 

Sacred Son bled from both nostrils for the second 

time and is now prohibited from racing. 

Lord Boulevard bled from both nostrils for the first 

time and was given a three month ban from racing. 

BartBryan Roy

Bryan Roy suffered a severe bleeding attack and 

collapsed and died. 

Bart suffered a severe bleeding attack, weakened 

and then collapsed and died. Bart had previously 

suffered a bleed in November 2019 and had only 

returned to racing 11 weeks before this second 

race-day bleed claimed his life. 

Four Horses Bled on Same Day at Same Track3
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MISSING OR EDITED 
VIDEO REPLAYS

As we frequently see in the racing industry, the standard action taken when horses are 
harmed is to try to cover it up rather than address it. 

As the racing industry becomes increasingly under scrutiny, it is becoming more difficult for race replays 
which involve deaths to be accessed. 

Of the 116 races where a horse was reported to have been killed, most of the various websites from 
the states and territories either failed to upload the stewards’ vision, edited the replay or failed to 
upload any video replays of the race in which the death occurred entirely, on a total of 19 occasions. 

Of the 19 deaths whose 
replays were either not 
uploaded or edited, 13 
were from Victoria. 

The Coalition for the 
Protection of Racehorses 
is calling on the racing 
industry to live up to their 
claims of being open and 
transparent by reporting 
on all deaths caused          
by race day injuries, even 
when the horses die away 
from the track, and   
ensuring all race replays 
are accessible, even when 
they involve serious 
injuries and death. 

Race 8 video from the Radical Candor steward’s vision missing



Horse racing has many sponsors, from small local businesses through to    
large corporations. 

The Coalition for the Protection of Racehorses is calling on businesses to withdraw 
their support of horse racing and outlines ’10 Reasons Why Your Brand Should 
Not Be Associated With Horse Racing.’ here: https://bit.ly/3milhV3

CQ Production Hire – Rockhampton, QLD
Wheatbelt Office and Business Machines – Northam, WA
Windward Balloon Adventures – Northam, WA
Hair Room 116 - Hair Salon – Warrnambool, Vic
Commins Hendricks Solicitors – Wagga Wagga, NSW
Gosford RSL Club – Gosford, NSW
Lazy Sunday Lifestyle Clothing Boutique – Dubbo, NSW
Long Fine Hospitality Services – Broadmeadows, Vic
Glanville Hotel - Port Adelaide, SA
Lyndons Building and Construction Products – QLD
Cornerstone Stud – Angaston, SA
Carlton & United Breweries – Vic
Scrivens Haulage – Meringandan, QLD
The Sofitel – Melbourne, Vic
Jeff Hannaford Chartered Accountants – Texas QLD
Railway Hotel – Jamestown, SA
Coopers – Adelaide, SA
De Bortoli Proscecco – King Valley, Vic
Ballina Fair Shopping Centre – Ballina, NSW
Frankston Sand, Soil & Mini Mix – Carrum Downs Vic
Highview Accounting Services – Cranbourne Vic
Wharton & Co Real Estate – Richmond QLD
Cooktown Food & Ice Services – Cooktown, QLD
Musgrave Roadhouse – Cooktown, QLD
Seaview Motel – Cooktown, QLD
Neil Mansell Transport – Wilsonton, QLD
Avis Car Rental – Ballarat, Vic
Press Statement Vinery Stud – Scone, NSW
Hygain Equine Feed
Channel Ten Darwin – NT
Roku Gin / Society Liquor
Hothams Sand, Soil & Gravel – Bathurst, NSW
Winning Edge Presentations – Richmond, Vic
Sungold Milk – Allansford, Vic
Eureka Concrete – Redan, Vic
Western Star Hotel – Dubbo, NSW
Helloworld Travel
Ray White Real Estate – Tumut, NSW
Toyota – Colac, Vic
Mortimer Petroleum – Drysdale, Vic

GPS Onsite – Coffs Harbour, NSW
Queens Beach Pub – Bowen, QLD
Ranvet Equine Nutrition 
Midfield Trading
McCarthy Catering – Warrnambool, Vic
Wellingtopn & Reeves Real Estate – Albany, WA
Drummond Golf 
Central Coast Crusaders Basketball – NSW
Central Queensland Plasterers – Rockhampton QLD
Woods Tyre Service – Emerald, QLD
South West Equine Veterinary Group – Warrnambool, Vic
Clarke Trenching – Edmonton, QLD
SDA Plumbing – Alice Springs, NT
Power FM – NSW
Australian Bloodstock – Rutherford, NSW
Shojun Concrete – Leopold, Vic
Amelia Park Wines & Restaurant – Wilyabrup, WA
Superior Food Services – Oakleigh South, Vic
Drysdale Funerals – Sunshine Coast, QLD
Bordertown Stone Supplies – Vic
Carlton Draught
Canberra Rex Hotel – Canberra, ACT
Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service
XXXX Gold
Mortgage Choice
Schweppes
Casterton Foodworks – Vic
Advanced Inland Security – Tamworth, NSW
Walker Brothers Timber & Building Supplies – Gosford, NSW
Audi Centre – Toowoomba, QLD
Silks Hotel – Darwin, NT
Just Cats Cattery – Merimbula, NSW
Merimbula Jazz Club – NSW
Sam Miranda Wine – King Valley, Vic
Iron Jack Beer
Ecycle Solutions 
T.C Air & Electric – Fairy Meadow, NSW
Lloyd Sound
Roachs Timber & Hardware – Coonabarabran, NSW
Jack Rabbit Restaurant and Vineyard – Bellarine, Vic
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The following companies (or clubs) sponsored (or supported) races in which 
a horse was killed:

HORSE RACING SPONSORS



REST IN PEACE
Hidden Thunder
Thisaway
Heavenly Dust
River Deep
Savanissi
Stryke the Gates
Leftover Diamond
Georgia Hit 
My Friend Charlie
Minnie Malachi
John’s Revenge
Wild Sea
Lets Tango
Miss Chuckle
Balwarra Gold
Septimo
There’s Nemo
Antah
Feeling Ready
First Three Legs
Gis a butchers
Airdale
Yulong Chief
Fantastic Halo
Rushard
Whicker
Wealth of Goolhi
Theresa Maree
Welter
Bijiji
Point Forward
Little Bertie
Whinging Wife
Ong Varn
Kartem Around Boy
All Sassitude
Baker Street
Kapajack
Poldark
Barragan
Polleny

Unnamed
Call The Sheriff
Radical Candor
Shono Mercy
Gotta Minute
Win For Time
Orbost
Entirely Perfect
The Bluesmobile
Hiero
Bel Hot
New Offer
Regalia
Winning Kiss
Jaxim
Let It Roll
Fast Fever
Manuel
Victory Vibes
Little John
Ronstar
Perpetual Bliss
Discovered
Unabashed
Notta Mocha
It’s Not There
Tombstone
Miss Magnitude
Charlotte’s Heart
Morenita
Countless Rock
The Star Legend
Vandusen
Aldee
Unnamed
Unusual
Seraglio
Finally Free
Rush’N Machine
Waltonia
Gothic Romance

Al Kaphero
Sir Isaac Newton
Booradley
Dispossessed
Rancho Notorious
Fast Tycoon
All That She Wants
Stragun
My Nordic Hero 
Grand Crown
Future Road
Chantilly Bay
Egyptian Pharaoh
Tenkaye
Alcatran
Bryan Roy
Bart
Jeruca Jewel
Coola Coola
The Real Wasabi
Think No Evil
Papaya
Ironore Gina
The Hotz
Perpetuity
I Am A Country Boy
Fourgrandman
Broccolo
Scales of Justice
Conca Del Sogno
Fomo
Hot 'N' Hazy
Canvas
Beguilement

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE AND PAY RESPECT TO THE MANY HORSES WHO SUSTAINED 

AN INJURY DURING THEIR RACE BUT WERE TAKEN OFF THE TRACK TO AVOID THEIR DEATH BEING RECORDED 

IN THE STEWARDS’ REPORTS, THEREFORE PREVENTING IT FROM BECOMING PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE.



THANK YOU 
FOR READING
This report was written by the Coalition for 
the Protection of Racehorses. 

If you have any more information to share, 
get in touch. We will never divulge sources.

horseracingkills.com


